Solvation of hydrophobes in water and simple liquids.
The solvation of nonpolar molecules in water and that in simple liquids are compared and contrasted. First, solvation thermodynamics is reviewed in a way that focuses on how the enthalpy and entropy of solvation depend on the choice of microscopic volume change v in the solvation process--including special choices v being zero (fixed-volume condition) and v being the partial molecular volume of a solute molecule (fixed-pressure condition)--and how the solvation quantities are related with temperature derivatives of the solvation free energy. Second, the solvation free energy and the solvation enthalpy of a Lennard-Jones (LJ) atom in model water are calculated in the parameter space representing the solute size and the strength of the solute-solvent interaction, and the results are compared with those for an LJ atom in the LJ solvent. The solvation diagrams showing domains of different types of solvation in the parameter space are obtained both for the constant-volume condition and for the constant-pressure condition. Similarities between water and the simple liquid are found when the constant-volume solvation is considered while a significant difference manifests itself in the fixed-pressure solvation. The domain of solvation of hydrophobic character in the parameter space is large in the constant-volume solvation both for water and for the simple liquid. When switched to the constant-pressure condition accompanying a microscopic volume change, the hydrophobic domain remains large in water but it becomes significantly small in the simple liquid. The contrasting results are due to the smallness of the thermal pressure coefficient of water at low temperatures.